world, still a third phase in the genre has developed without the second's yet having run its course. This anti-anti-utopia is a vision of the future that recognizes the possibility of a world similar in some respects to those so horrifyingly portrayed in We, Brave New World, 1984 , and Parabola del naufrago, but which unblinkingly presents it positively, once certain humanistic ideals have been relinquished. 4 The best known examples of this phase are B. F. Skinner's Walden Two (1948) and Aldous Huxley's Island (1962) , the latter a curious about-face on the part of its author. 5 Utopias, anti-utopias, and anti-anti-utopias have in common an explicit or an implied criticism of present societies and systems. They provide either future solutions to present problems or warnings of a negative future implicit in the present. 6 Interestingly, both the major anti-utopias and those of the turn-about third phase seem to have their roots in Dostoevski's Grand Inquisitor of The Brothers Karamazov (1880) .7 All utopias are totalitarian, and thus the central issue in the modern projections has been that of human freedom. In Dostoevski, the church (not Christianity) has done away with freedom in order to make men happy:
For now ... for the first time it has become possible to think of the happiness of men. Man was created a rebel; and how can rebels be happy?
We have corrected Thy [Christ's] work and have founded it upon miracle, mystery and authority. And men rejoiced that they were again led like sheep, and that the terrible gift that had brought them such suffering, was, at last, lifted from their hearts.
Oh, the work is only beginning, but ... we shall plan the universal happiness of man.... All that man seeks on earth ... is someone to worship, someone to keep his conscience, and some means of uniting all in one unanimous and harmonious ant-heap, for the craving for universal unity is the third and last anguish of men. Mankind as a whole has always striven to organize a universal state.
Oh, we shall persuade them that they will only become free when they renounce their freedom to us and submit to us. And shall we be right or shall we be lying? ... We shall show them that they are weak, that they are only pitiful children, but that childlike happiness is the sweetest Miguel Delibes' "Parabola del nclufrago" 29 of all. They will become timid and will look to us and huddle close to us in fear, as chicks to the hen.
The anti-utopian writers under consideration have created their negative imaginative worlds in the image of the Grand Inquisitor's view of man, while third-phase writers, having considered still further the problem of freedom, have accepted his philosophy that feeling free (through conditioning) is preferable to being free: "Today, people are more persuaded than ever that they have perfect freedom, yet they have brought their freedom to us and laid it humbly at our feet. But that has been our doing." 9 Surprisingly, by leaving aside certain specifics, one can describe the happenings and preoccupations of all four of the novels that concern us (We, Brave New World, 1984, Parabola del nciufrago) with the same simple summary:
The reader is thrown immediately and without preamble into a strange deterministic world in which conformity to a totalitarian society headed by an authority figure who unites religion and the state in his person (the Well-Doer, Mustapha Mond, Big Brother, Don Abdon) is the greatest good. The novel is the portrayal of the protagonist's battle to maintain his own individuality in the face of overwhelming odds, against forces from without and weaknesses (the humanity) within. The battle is inevitably lost, and the author's negative prophecy about the future of human freedom and the destruction of the essential qualities that distinguish man from the animals is fulfilled.
All of these novels ask the question: Can man be so altered as to forget that he is human? Within the novelistic context, the answer is always yes, yet the social intent is to sound an alarm that may alert man to the directions in which he is moving so that the prophecy may be thwarted.
Each of the treatments of the theme portrays this transformation of man through a dehumanizing or evolutionary process that involves an inversion of accepted values. Thence come the slogans: "Freedom is slavery" (Orwell), "Order is freedom"10 (Delibes), "Love is the function of death" (Zamiatin In these worlds the greatest crime is thought because it is an expression of individuality rather than unanimity (in Orwell, "Thoughtcrime"; in Delibes, "No pensar la mosca" ["Thou shalt not think about the fly"]), and as a result their societies are without exception spied upon by guardians, controllers, thoughtpolice, and celadores [watchmen] .
The novels reduce the complexity of human life to uniformity and simplicity through thought control, through force, through drugs, and -ironically -through appeal to those emotional needs of man that are simultaneously being denied. Huxley's Helmholtz, comparing Shakespeare to the "feelies" of his society, says:
You can't make tragedies without social instability. The world's stable now. People are happy; they get what they want, and they never want what they can't get. They're well off; they're safe; they're never ill; they're not afraid of death; they're blissfully ignorant of passion and old age; they're plagued with no mothers or fathers; they've got no wives, or children, or lovers to feel strongly about; they're so conditioned that they practically can't help behaving as they ought to behave. And if anything should go gether. Usually the associations are thematically related. The most casual mention of the word "head" in one section will lead, in the next, into the problem of the egocero on the wall; Jacinto watering his potted plants at home will be the transition to the watering of the hedge at the ref ugio; the trench Jacinto is digging under the hedge and in which he buries the egocero head will suggest the burial of the headless Genaro. " These associations, their psychological value aside, are also an effective device for minimizing structural fragmentation in a work whose action moves freely from place to place and from forward-moving present to multiple scenes in a past that lacks a firm chronology. In Cinco horas con Mario, Delibes had used the biblical quotations in a related way to serve both as associative "bases" and as a means of dividing the work into units.
The dream association of Parabola merits considerably more analysis than can be given here. Obscurities and doubts about its consistency and functioning still remain, especially in the latter part of the novel when the protagonist also dreams. Moreover, the functioning of the device seems tenuous in the earlier sections when omniscient narration of the past or description of characteristics of the company and the society are being presented. Once this material is laid out, both the narrator and the protagonist (talking to himself) associate to it, sometimes within sections rather than at the junctures. 32 It must be kept in mind that a "dreamed" novel will necessarily complicate the problem of narrative voice because characters are projections of the author's psychology while apparently projecting their own.
One of the major achievements of the later novels of Delibes is the authenticity and color of the colloquial language spoken by his protagonists. This characteristic first appears in full flower in Diario de un cazador (1955) and its sequel Diario de un emigrante (1958) , of which their author says: "The real protagonist of my `Diaries' is the word, the language." B Delibes' discovery of characterization through language has been incorporated in all of his subsequent work. Both Carmen of Cinco horas con Mario and Jacinto of Parabola are convincing as characters largely through their colloquial language and equally popular modes of thought. In all four of the works just mentioned the author has conceived the novel so that each character may "speak" intimately: on the diary page, to a dead husband, to another self in the mirror. Stream-ofconsciousness in Delibes is, therefore, always a form of silent dialogue and not the expression of pre-speech levels of consciousness attempted by some other users of the technique. Delibes has said of Lorenzo, the protagonist of the Diarios: "It's possible that I will offer this character the opportunity to grow old with me." m Whether Lorenzo appears in person again or not, the word continues to be his creator's protagonist. 35 The central personage is masculine in all of Delibes' work except Cinco horas con Mario in which the title character is dead but nevertheless the focus of the novel and is directly addressed throughout. Language etc., with all that they imply), and has even invented an ingenious language called Contracto which reduces the number of syllables in words because it is words that get people in trouble, according to Jacinto. Contracto is presumably meant to be the contrary of Esperanto; the esperanza [hope] has been removed. Indeed, Jacinto is the president of the society for peace through silence, but unfortunately the word presidente in Contracto has been reduced to preso [prisoner] . 36 Mario is an intellectual, while Jacinto is the common man, who, when trapped by the hedge, imagines a series of deaths by asphyxiation and feels that "Otros estan peor" [ (1973) , and Pacifico Perez of Las guerras is plainly a blood brother to Jacinto San Jose. Indeed, the later novel explores the problem of violence in ways that grow naturally out of Jacinto's failed "revolution." 4° Since Parabola redreams utopia, it will inevitably bear dreamlogical relationships to whatever works Delibes is acquainted with that can arise in his sleeping subconscious 41 since "the condensation of ... memories ... in a dream operates like a magnet gathering together out of the whole reservoir of past and present-day experiences all those pertinent to the magnet." 42 Source study of such a work is intriguing indeed, and Delibes has made full use of his technique's possibilities. The biblical echoes have already been mentioned, as well as the general utopian considerations, but there is much more. The year prior to the publication of Parabola, Delibes made a trip to Czechoslovakia, an experience that produced his non-fiction La Primavera de Praga. The book and the trip are intimately related to the 1969 novel. The Russian invasion while Primavera was in press produced a note to the reader at the beginning of the book in which Delibes speaks of the use of force in metaphors similar to those used in the novel (see note 21), and the essay has much to do with the problems of an "estado-padre"
[ " paternalistic state "] like that found in Prague -or in Don Abdon, S. L. One of the chapters bears the title "La evolucion de la revolucion" r The evolution of the revolution "], and the word evolucion occurs with unnatural frequency, just as it does in Parabola where it can mean "circle." Perhaps more revealing still is the admiring reference to the Czech Kafka " whose parable-like works often deal with the threatened, ineffectual individual in an inhumane and mysteriously authoritarian world. His Metamorphosis, at least, with its transformed (degraded) protagonist and its portrayal of the problem of mutual responsibility, seems clearly echoed in the unreal world of Parabola. Eugene Ionesco's Rhinoceros is even more plainly a dream source for the novel. The protagonist of the play, Berenger, has similar problems and a great deal in common with Parabola's Jacinto, the society with which they are in conflict is similar, and the metamorphosis is due to similar causes. The matter of the rhinocerous heads in the last act of Ionesco's play is strikingly similar to the egocero head in Parabola. If Kafka's influence is general, this one is quite specific.
One can only surmise which true utopian novels were part of Delibes' reading experience, but Un alio de mi vida reveals the catholicity of his tastes in literatures other than Spanish.44 One feels secure in finding the source of "Orden es libertad" in Orwell's "Freedom is slavery," and perhaps that of Contracto in the official language "Newspeak" of 1984, despite the far greater sophistication and novelistic interest of Delibes' version. The world of We, peopled by numbers rather than men and women, might well be echoed in the sumadores of Parabola, and the green wall that surrounds the society of Zamiatin's novel and the birds (i.e., freedom) that fly there are most suggestive of Jacinto's hedge and its inhabitants. One is even tempted to ponder Huxley's Savage, who is sent to an island with a bag of seeds and is seen there from helicopters, as the possible source for Jacinto's lot at the ref ugio 22 The problem of reason as a uniquely human attribute is almost always in play in utopian fantasies. In some it symbolizes man's distinction from the animals and is seen as positive; in others, rationalism is depicted as the essential characteristic of the insanely "perfect" utopian worlds, human emotion having been exiled. In Brave New World emotions are controlled by drugs, and in We D-503's hairy hands are seen by him as proof of his other (sick) self, of his primitive or animal urges -these intended to be viewed positively by the author as evidence of the natural (and therefore of the buried humanity struggling to escape from the yoke of reason). In Delibes, the transformation into an animal is the metaphor of the destruction of reason, and represents still another perspective on the problem. In general, however, reason is portrayed positively in utopias (vide Swift's "A Voyage to the Houyhnhnms" in Gulliver's Travels), negatively in antiutopias, and positively again in anti-anti-utopias. Needless to say, the concept of evolution (forward, this time) is a part of the notion of human perfectability (or the lack of it) in almost all utopias, both before and after Darwin. Richard Gerber (p. 18) considers E. Bulwer-Lytton's The Coming Race (1871), a work filled with evolutionary concepts, to be the starting point for the modern development of utopian fiction. 28 Genaro's name was probably chosen by the dreaming author because the dried blood of the martyred Saint Januarius, still kept in a bottle, is said to liquefy if placed near a bust thought to contain his head. "Severed head" is the associative key.
29 "Para romper la legica (en este caso la gramatica) que es la slave de las pesadillas." Un aiio de mi vida, p. 91.
